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Let f(x) and g(x) be continuous functions in (a, b), moreover g(x)
be monotone increasing. If lim ~ I dj 12 exists, we denoted it by fb J~f 12 •
Jg
Ja dg

J: If/---

For

to exist, it is necessary and sufficient that f(x) shall be

the indefinite Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral of a function fu(x) which is
integrable with respect to g(x) in (a, b) with its absolute square. And
we have
(1)

rb Iclf 12 = rb lf~(x)I 2dg(x) _<1)
Ja dg Ja

Put {3(E)=g(d)-g(c), when E is an open interval (c, d), and
{3(E) = 0, when E is a point. In like wise we define F;(E) for f(x).
Then (3(E) and l;(E) are differential set functions in (a, b). But. in the
above definition of the Hellinger integral, there are considered only finite
decompositions of (a, b), but not arbitrary ones. That l;(E) is completely
additive is at first sight not so obvious, but follows from the inequality

14f 2 <dgdh,
1

where h(x)=J"' jddlfl 2 • From this we see that l;(E) is
a

g

.

extended to the completely additive set function. These circumstances
lead us to specialize the decomposition system. We define the decomposition systems M and M* in the abstract theory of differential set
functions which correspond in the above example to finite decompositions
and finite or infinite decompositions of (a, b) respectively. We introduce
the concept of complete additivity in M(M*) in the obvious manner.
It is natural, then, to ask whether any differential set function which
is completely additive in M may be extended to the ordinary set function.
(1) H. Hahn, Monatshefte fiir Math. und Physik, 23 (1912), 172.
J. Radon, Sitzungsberichte Wien, 122, 2 a (1913), 120.
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This is treated in Part I. The answer is affirmative in general. In
Part II we investigate the space of the differential set functions studied
by F. Maeda, in connection with Quantum Mechanics. Let {l(E) be a
non negative differential set function in the abstract set !J which is
completely additive in M. Let £z(j3) be the aggregate of differential
set functions c;(E) which are completely additive in M and for which

LI~~~~t

exists and is finite.

£z(fl) may be considered as a Hilbert

space. If {l(E) is completely additive in ·M*, then so is any c;(E) e 2l{3).
In this case any c;(E) e £z(fl) and f3(E) are extended to ,ordinary set
functions, and bear a relation similar to (1). Thus £z(fl) is nothing but
the space of ordinary set functions developed also by him.

In the

general case put fl*(E)=(M*)t{l(dE), and µ<s>(E)=f3(E)-{l*(E); then
fl* (E) is completely additive · in M*. Any c;(E) e £z(f3) which is completely additive in M* belongs to £z(f3*), and conversely. Among £z(f3),
£z(f3*) and Ez(p<s>) there holds good the relation £z(f3) = 22(f3*) $ £z(µ<•>).
Any c;(E) e £z(f3) is expressed uniquely in the form :
t;(E) = c;<r>(E) + t;<•>(E) ,

And r;<r>(E) is characterized by the equation c;<r>(E)=(M*)JEc;(dE). We
call c;<r>(E), c;<•>(E) the regular and singular parts of c;(E).
We take this opportunity of thanking Prof. F. Maeda for his kind
guidance.
Definitions and Notations.

1. Let us recall briefly the definitions and notations used in the
multiplicative system and differential set functions introduced by A.
Kolmogoroff<1> and F. Maeda.<2>
Let !J be an abstract set. A system of subsets of !J, to which
belongs EE' with subsets E and E', is called a multiplicative system
and denoted by IDc.
Consider a decomposition ~ of !J into distinct sets E belonging to
9J?,
that
is, '"EEn=!J.
Then it is expressed by
..
n
(1) A. Kolmogorqff, Math. Ann. 103 (1930), 654-696.
(2) • F. Maeda, this journal, 6 (1936), l!H5. ·
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:1:>JJ,. ~En
.n

En is called the element of the decomposition ~- SD induces the decomposition of any set E belonging to im, that is, :SJE = '£ EEn•
n

Let ~'JJ='EE~ be another decomposition of JJ. Then "EEnE~
m

m.n

is also a decomposition, which is called the product of ~ and ~', and
is denoted by [:SJSD'].
If [SDSD']=SD', then we say SD' is an extension of ~. and write

2. Consider an aggregate of decompositions of JJ, to which belongs [SDSD'] with SD and :SJ'. Denote it by M. If any decomposition
of JJ into elements of decompositions belonging to M belongs to M,
then we say Mis complete. We can always make M complete by adding such decompositions to it, and denote such a complete M by M*.
Unless otherwise said, we regard a decomposition as belonging to M.
. The system of elements of all extensions of ~ is called a differential
set system and denoted by lfil~JJ. If ~ is identical, that is, ~JJ = JJ,
then we write llnJJ instead of lln~JJ. We have the following relation:
(lln~JJ) (lln~' JJ) =lln[~SD']JJ •<n
S-.

A one or many valued set function ~(E), defined for all sets

E of a differential set system \fil~0 Q, is called a differential set function in JJ.
If ~(E) is one valued, and
(1)

then we say ~(E) is completely additive in M.
If the above definition (1) holds good for any SD e M*, then we say
~(E) is completely additive in M*.
Let St be a closed family of subsets of JJ, and E be its element.
We denote by ESt the subsystemof St which is composed of subsets of E
belonging to St. The one valued set function 71(E) is said to be 'completely additive in St, if, when 71(E) is defined for E, then so it is for
ESt, and
(1) F. Maeda, loc. cit., 21,
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where E,,,, are distinct from each other and E= ~E,,,,.
'11,

If 71(E) is defined for !J, we say 71(E) is completely additive on st.
4. ·Let ~ be a Hilbert space, that is, a complete linear space with
an inner product. To avoid confusion we write 91, V, U instead of fill,
!J, E respectively. If for all sets U in a differential set system 91~0 V,
a vector q( U) in ~ is determined, then we say q( U) is a vector valued·
differential set function. And q( U) is said to be completely additive in
M(M*), if
( q(U), q(U')) =O,

when

UU'=O

and
q(U)[=]~q(U,,,,) ,<n

~eM(M*).

'11,

Put a(U)=llq(U)ll 2, then a(U) is completely additive in M(M*).
In the same way as in 3 we define a completely additive vector
valued set function in or on ~Let E( U) be a projective operator defined for all sets U in 91 V,
then we say that E( U) is the resolution of the identity and completely
additive in M(M*) if it satisfies the following conditions :
(a) E(U)E(U')=E(UU'),
((3) E(U)=~E(U,,,,),
when ~U=~U,,,,,
~eM(M*),
'11,

E(V)=l,
that is, the identical operator.
5. Let E(E) be a one or many valued differential set function.
Following A. Kolmogoroff we say : I is the integral of E(E) on E, if
for any e > 0, there exists a decomposition ~. such that for any ~::::, ~••
~E=~E,,,,, we have
(r)

And we write
JEE(dE)=I,
or
(M*>JE E(dE)=I,
according as

~.. ~ eM

or eM*.

(1) [=] means th(! etrong convergence of the series.
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If we consider ~. ~, as decompositions of E into sets of ~. then
we write

(~)t

E(dE)=l.

These definitions are extended to vector valued set functions if we
understand that J is a vector in Sj.
Part I.

Extension of Completely Additive Differential Set Functions
to Completely Additive Ordinary Set Functions.
§ 1. /3-Measurable Sets and {3-Measure.

6. Let {3(E) be a non negative differential set function which is
completely additive in M. Let SJR~0Q be its corresponding differential
set system.
Let A be any set in Q. Consider a sequence of elements {An},
distinct or not, which cover A, that is,

Construct the sum

~ {3(An).
n

Then the greatest lower bound of such

sums for all covering sequences is called the {3-measure of A and is
denoted by {3*(A). {3*(A) has the properties of the measure function of
Caratheodory ;<~>
1°

0<{3*(A)<

+ oo

2° B c A
implies {3*(A) > {3*(B)
3° if V=~ Vn,
then /l*(V) <~{3*(Vn).
n

n

Now we define {3-measurable sets.

/3*{W)<+

oo.

Let W be any set for which

If

/3*( W) =/3*( WA)+ [3*( WCA),
then A is said to be measurable with respect to {3.
We show in the next section 7 that any set in SJR~0Q is measur(1) When An may not be distinct from each other, we write 5A,,, instead of
n

Y:An,
n

(2)

C. Caratheodory, Vorlesungen uber reelle Funktionen, (1927), 237-2ts.
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able. From this and 1°, 2°, 3° the considerations in Caratheodory's
book0 > lead us to the results;
(a) {1-measurable sets form a closed family S'e over the differential
set system ID1'1>o!J.
((3) (3-measure is completely additive on S'e, if permitted the
value+ c.o.
7. We shall show that any set E in IJJcSD0!J is measurable. Let E
be an element of '1>, SD :::> '.!lo, Put
. '1)Q

-1E+ °2]Em.
m_

Let W be any set in Q for which p*(W)< + co. Let {An} be
any covering sequence of .elements of W. Then {EAn}, {EmA,,,} are
covering sequences of. WE and WCE respectively. Since
~(3(An)=~(3(EAn)+ ~ (3(EmAn)'
n

so we have

n

•n

-~(3(An) > (3*(WE)+(3*(WCE).
n

This gives

(3*(W) > (3*(WE)+(3*(WCE).

By 6, 3°, we have
. (3*(W)=(3*(WE)+(3*(WCE).

Hence E is measurable with respect to (3.
8. For any set E in IJJcSD0!J, there holds good the relation
(3*(E)= inf ~(3(En)=(M*) 1 (3(dE), '.ill*•M* n
JE

(1)

SD*E=~En.
n

For, in fact, let SD* be any decomposition belonging to M*, and
Let Em .be an element of SD;,.. For integers m<n,
we put

'1>*E=~En.

then ['1>1'1>2 •••• '.!>n]E is written in the form

This gives

(1)

@.

Caratheodory, loc. cit.
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Passing to the limit, we have
(2)

Therefore ~fl(En), ~*E=~Em is a monotone decreasing function of
n

SD* e M*, so we have
inf ~,B(E,.)=(M*/ ,B(dE),

JE

l!l*sM* n

Next let {A.. } be a covering sequence of E. Suppose A .. is an
element of SD,., and E an element of ~- Put

[SDSD1,,,, ~n]An = LiA~m+ ~A::m • .
m

m

where A~m are all elements of [SD~1 •••. ~nJ An such that A~m CE
n-1

but cf: ~ Ap, Then
p~l

mn

From this it follows that {A;,,n} is a covering sequence of E and
This gives
fl*(E)= inf ~f](En).
'.itl*•M* n

Therefore we have (1).
We remark that from (2)
,B*(E) < [1(E) •

The equal sign holds good when,' and only when, {l(E) is completely
additive in M*. From this results the following theorem :
, The condition that a non negative dijferential set function f](E)
which is completely additive in M should be extended to a completely
additive ordinary set function is that fl(E) shall be completely additive
in M*.<n
(1) This condition is not trivial, as a simple example shows: Let !J. be an open
interval (0, 1) and IDl be a aggregate of open intervals and points in (O, 1). M consists
of finite decompositions of (O, 1). Put
. {b-a., or b-a.+ 1, when E is an open interval (a, b) according as b < 1
/,(E)=
or b=:=l. ·
·
,
·
·
0, when E is a point.
.
•
.
then /3(E) is not completely additive in M*. and /,(!J) > 0*(!J).
·
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9. Let A be any set in !J. Then for any
sequence of elements {A,.} covering A such that

£

>0

we can find a

,B*(A) <~µ(A,.)< ,B*(A)+ €.
n

From this we see that there exists a set in the Borel family over
9Jl~0Q which has the same ,B-measure as A, and A is ,9-measurable when,
and only when, A differs from a set in the Borel family over 9Jl~0 .Q a
[1-null set.
Moreover we can prove without much difficulty that any extension
of ,B(E), if possible, is uniquely determined for ,B-measurable sets.
Let r(E) be another non negative differential set function which is
completely additive in M. If the ,B-null set is always a r-null set, that
is, r*(E) is absolutely continuous with respect to ,B*(E), then ,B-measurable sets are r-measurable.
,

§ 2. Completely Additive Differential Set Functions.

10. Let <p(E) be a differential set function which is completely
additive in M, and 9Jl~0Q be its corresponding differential set system.
We define the total variation of ¢(E) on E as follows:
sup ::E I¢(E,.) I ,

lll•M n

where ~E = ~ E,. .

And we denote it by v;(E).
Since ::EI ¢(E,.) I, ~E= ~E,., is a monotone increasing function of
n

n

~. we can write
v;(E)

=JEI

¢(dE) I ,

if vrp(E) is finite.
First we shall show that V,>(E) is completely additive in M.
~' :::::> ~. put ~,E,. = ~ Enm• Then we have

For

m

This gives
If V,>(E) = + oo , then the equal sign obviously holds good. Let
V,>(E) be finite, then so is V,>(En) from the definition of vr>: For any

£,,,,>O, we can find a

~...

~,.E.. = ~Enm such that
m
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[:!>1:!>2 •••• :!>n] E
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= ~i Ei

we have

This gives
Therefore we have
where :!>E= ~E.., :!>eM.
Next we shall prove that
v,t,(E) = sup ~ I¢(E,.) I ,
:il*tM* n

where :!>*E="'2:iE...
n

For, in fact, from the definition of v;(E), we have

On the other hand, by 8 (2) we have

hence
Therefore we have

From this it follows that if ¢(E) is completely additive in M*, then
so is v,t,(E), provided that the value+ oo is permitted. Conversely, if
v;(E) is finite and completely additive in M*, then also ¢(E) is completely additive in M*. The proof is easy, so we omit it.
.
If ¢(E) is completely additive in M* and v,t,(E) is finite on E, then
we can write
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11. Let ¢(E) be a differential set function which is completely
additive in M. We shall solve the question: When can ¢(E) be extended to a completely additive ordinary set function ? In order that
¢(E) may be extended to such an ordinary set function it is necessary
that ¢(E) shall be completely additive in M* and V¢(E) be finite for
any set in ffil;I)0!J. In the following sections we shall show that this
~ondition is sufficient.<1)
12. Suppose that ¢(E) is completely additive in M* and v¢(E) is
finite in any set in ffil;I)0!J.
Let A be any set in !J. If A is V¢•measurable, then we say that
A is ¢-measurable. We assume that A is ¢-measurable and v;(A)< +oo.
For any c:>O, we take any covering sequence of elements {An} of
A such that
v; (A)< 2Jv¢(An) < v; (A)+ e •

(1)

n

Let {Am} be another such sequence of elements corresponding to E:
vJ(A)< 2Jv¢(Am)<v;(A)+e.

(2)

m

Let An be an element of ;I)n, and put
[;I)1;I)2 •,, • ;I)n]An

where A~m are all elements of

= 2JA~m+
~A~m,
m
m

[;I)1;I)2 ••••

;I)n] An such that

n-I

A~m q::: '6Av •
p-1

Since
so we have
This gives
Therefore we have
(3)

First we assume that An are distinct from each other and that the
same is true of Am. Then we have
(1) That these conditions are not trivial follows from an example given by A.
Kolmogoroff. Cf. A. Kolmogoroff, loc. cit:, 673.
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+ I2j
¢(Am)- 2j ¢(An.Am) I
m
n,m
<e+e.

Hence for general An and Am we have
(4)

I2J ¢(An)- 2J ¢(Am) I < 2(e + e) •
n

m

If we tend e to zero, then 2J ¢<An) converges to some fixed number
n

which we denote by ¢*(A). Then (4) gives
(5)

I2J¢(An)-¢*(A)II
< 2e.
n

For any set E in im'.!loQ, take A1=E, and An=O for n>2, then
we have
¢*(E)=¢(E).
Let ~ be the system of ¢-measurable sets. Then ~ :::i im'.!l0Q, and
if ¢(E) is defined for E, then so it is for E~. Hence, if we succeed
in proving the complete' additivity of ¢*(A), then ¢*(A) is such an extension of ¢(E) as we desire. We shall prove this in the next section.
13. Consider a sequence of distinct measurable sets {Vn} such
that V=2J
Vn and vJ(V)< +oo. We shall prove
n
,
(1)

¢*(V)=2J¢*(Vn).
n

Let {Anm} be a sequence of elements covering Vn such that for
a given en> 0
(2)
vJ(Vn) <2Jv91(Anm) <vJ(Vn)+en.
m
From (2) we have
(3)

v;(V) <2Jv¢CAnm) <v;(V)+ 2Je,..
nm
n

From 12 (1), (5) and 13 (2), (3) it follows that
l2J¢(Anm)-¢*(Vn) I:=:;;ze,.
m

and

Imn
2J¢(A,.m)-¢*(V) j < 22Jen,
n
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These two inequalities give
J

~ en

Since

n

¢*(V)- ~¢*(Vn) I<4~En •
,.

n

may be taken as small as we please, we thus have (1).

Hence we have the following theorem:
A differential set function ¢(E) which is completely additive in M
can be extended to a completely additive ordinary set function when,
and only when, ¢(E) is completely additive in M* and has finite total
variation.
14. Now consider the total variation of ¢*(A), which is expressed by

(~) j) ¢*(dE) I,
where A is ¢-measurable and vJ(A) < + oo,
From the definition of ¢*(A) we have

I¢*(A) I< v;(A) .
Hence

(~)LI ¢*(dE) I< v;(A) •
But on any set E in

[)1'.!)0 .Q

(Sl:)

From this we have

fEI

we have

¢*(dE) I> Vqi(E).

(~)t I

</J*(dE) I =viE).

Since by 9 any extension of vqi(E) is uniquely determined on ¢-measurable sets, so we have

(~)f)

¢*(dE) I =v*(A).

§3. Vector Valued Differential Set Functions and
the Resolution of the Identity.

15. Let q( U) be a vector valued differential set function defined
for all sets U in lll'.!l0V, which is completely additive in M. In order
that q(U) may be extended to an ordinary vector valued set function
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it is necessary that q(U) shall be completely additive in M*. We shall
show that this condition is also sufficient.
Let q( U) be completely additive in M*. Then n( U) = II q( U) 1\2 is
non negative and completely additive in M*. By the theorem in 8 we
can extend n(U) to the ordinary set function a*(U) which is completely
additive in a closed family ~ over 9ISD0 V.
Let A be a a-measurable set and n*(A)< + oc. Then for any e>O
take any sequence of elements {A.. } covering A such that
n*(A)<~a(A..) <a*(A)+e.

(1)

n

Let {Am} be another such sequence of elements covering A corresponding to e, that is,
n*(A)<~a(Am) < n*(A)+e.

(2)

m

Then we have
(3)

\\~q(A..)- ~q(Am)
n

m

\i2

< {~a(A
..)-a*(A)}+ {~n(Am)-n*(A)}
n
m
If we tend e to zero, then

~ q(An)
n

converges to a certain vector in the

Hilbert space ~. which we denote by q*(A). From this follows
q*(U)=q(U)

for

U in iYlSDo V.

. Passing to the limit in (3), we have
l\~q(A..)-q*(A)l\ 2 < e.

(4)·

n

Let B

be

another a-measurable set and n*(B) <

+ co.

Let {Bm}

be a sequence of elements such that
n*(B) < ~ n(Bm) < n* (B) + e
m

holds good, e being a positive number, as small as desired. And we
suppose that A .. are district from each other and so are Bm. Then we
have
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(5)

l(~q{A,.), ~q(Bm))-<1*(AB)I
n

m

nm
<<1*(~A.. -A)+a*(~Bm-B) <2e.
n

m

Hence we have
( q*(A), q*(B)) =<1*(AB).

In the same way as in 13 we can derive the complete additivity
of q*(A). Thus q(U) is extended to the ordinary vector valued set
function. 0 >
16. Next we shall show that any extension of q(U) is uniquely
determined on <1-measurable sets.
Let q(A) be another extension of q(U), and A be <1-measurable and
<1*(A) < + oo. Then II q(A) 1 2 is an extension of <1(U), hence, by 9,
we have
llq(A)ll 2 =a*(A).

Then for any distinct sequence {An} in 15 (1) we have
I[ q(A)- ~ q(A,.) 11 2 = ll q(A)- ~ q(A,.) 11 2
n

.

n

=a*(~An-A)<e.
n

This gives
q(A)=q*(A).

17. Let E(U) be the resolution of the identity which is completely additive in M*. <2>
In a similar manner to that used in my previous paper,<3> we can
extend E( U) to the ordinary resolution of the identity defined for all
sets in the closed family over \Jc V, since E(U)f, f being a vector in .p,
is a vector valued differential set function which is completely additive
in M*. I shall give later another method .of extension.
§ 4. Integrals of Stieltjes Type.

18. Let ~(E) be a non negative differential set function which is
completely additive in M.
(1) We shall give another method of extension q(U) by the aid of the space of
differential set functions. Cf. Part II § 3.
(2) Cf. 4.
(3) T. Ogasawara, this journal, 5 (1935), 117-130.
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Let f ()..) be any finite complex valued point function defined in
,
~(E)=f()..){l(E),

Q.

)..eE.

Then ~(E) is a many valued differential set function. If ~(E) is .integrable on E,(1) then we say/(;.,) is integrable with respect to {3(E) and
denote the integral by tf(;.,)f3(dE) or (M*)tf()..){l(dE), according as
we confine ourselves ,to M or M*. For ~(E) to be integrable on E, it
is necessary and sufficient that for any e > 0 there shall exist a m. such
that for any m. m' ::::, m., we have
(1) ~ ~(En) absolutely converges,
n

and (2)

I~n ~(En)-~n ~(E~) I< e,

where mE

=

~ En,
n

m' E

=

~ E~.
n

These conditions are equivalent to the following:
(3) there shall exist a m, mE= ~En such that
~ sup

n A•En

I/(;.,) I{3(En) <

+ OO <2>

(4) for any e>0 there shall exist am, mE=~En such that
~
n

Osc f(En) {3(En) < e<2>

where Osc f(En) means the oscillation of /()..) on En,
The proof is easy, so we omit it.
If /(;.,) is integrable on Q, then since {3(E) > {3*(E), it follows from
(3), (4) that /()..) is integrable with respect to {3*(E) and

m)

J

!J

f(;.,)f3*(dE)

exists,<3> where ~ is the system of fl-measurable sets. Hence if/(;.,) is
integrable, then /()..) is /3-measurable.<3>
19. The integrals have the following properties:
(1) If/()..) integrable, then so is If(;.,) I, but not conversely.

J

J

(2) If Ef(;.,)f3(dE) exists, then so does E,fO){3(dE) for E' CE, and

f

Ef()..){3(dE)~~ IE!()..){3(dE)'

mE=~En, meM.

(1) Cf. 5. E is allowable to be !J.
(2) Here we regard oo x fi(En)=O when fi(En)=O.
(3) T. Ogasawara, this journal, 6 (1936), 47-54,
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(3) Put ¢(E) = tf().) ~~dE), if Ef().) f,(dE) exists. Then we have
V,t,(E)= JEIJ().) If,(dE)'

v;(E)=

t If().)

l/3*(dE) ,m

and

Thus, if ¢(E) is completely additive in M*, then we have
¢(E)= jEf().){1*(dE).

(4) If jEf(A)P,(dE) exists, then so does (M*)jEf().){1(E), but not
conversely.
(5) If (M*) f f(l) {1(dE) exists, then so does (M*l j().){1(dE) for

Jw

jE

E'CE, and

(M*) f J(;.) f,(dE) = :S (M*)f

JE

,.

f

E,.

f().) f,(dE) •

J

(6) Put y(E) = (M*) Ef().){3(dE), if (M*) Ej().){1(dE) exists. Then
we have
v,i,(E)=(M*)t If().) I f,(dE)=(M*)t If().) I {3*(dE),

therefore
(7)

y(E)=(M*)jEf().)P,*(dE).

j

If P,(E) is completely additive in M* and Ef().)P,(dE) exists,

then

The proof is not very difficult, so we pass on.
20. Let Wl1 be a multiplicative system of open intervals and points
in one-dimensional Euclidean space m1• M consists of all decompositions
of m1 into open intervals and points. Then from 18 (4) it follows that
(1) Here v;(FJ.) means the v¢-measure of E or (M*)iE V,t,(dE).
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(1) the set of discontinuous points off()..), except possibly on the
discontinuous points of {3(E), is a {3-null set. <1>
Then this condition and 18 (3) are necessary and sufficient for f()..)
to be integrable. The proof is as in the ordinary Riemann integraJ.<2)
21. Lee </>(E) be a differential set function defined for all sets E
in IDtl)o!J, which is completely additive in M and for which vv,(E) < + co.
We say: f().) is absolutely integrable with respect to </>(E), if it is
integrable with respect to V,t,.
If this is the case, then ~(E) = f()..) </>(E), le E, will be integrable,

as easily seen.

And the integral is denoted by

f

Ef(l) </>(dE) or

(M*)fEf()..)<j>(dE), according as we confine ourselves to M or M*.
Then the integrals have analogous properties as in 19 and 20.
22. Here we introduce the concept of the absolute continuity of
differential set functions.
Let {3(E) be a non negative differential set function which is completely additive in M*. We say : A differential set function </>(E),
which is completely additive in M, is absolutely continuous with respect
to {3(E) if, for any e > 0, there corresponds to each element E, for which
{3(E) and </>(E) are defined, a positive number 7J such that for any
sequence of distinct elements {A,.} in E the condition
~ {3(A,.)
n

implies

< 7J

~
,. I</>(A,.) I<

E•

Let <P(E) be absolutely continuous with respect to {3(E). Then we
shall show that ¢(E) is .completely additive in M* and has finite total
variation, hence there corresponds to <P(E) a point function ¢>{)..) such
that
¢(E)=(~)jEr{)..)f3*(dE).
(1) This corresponds to the fundamental theorem in the Rieman integral : A
boonded function f(J.) is integrable on a finite interval when, and only when, the set
of the discontinuous points off(J.) in this interval is Lebesgue measure zero.
(2) Cf. H. Lebesgue, Ler;ons sur l'integration et la recherche des fonctions primitive/f, 21-26.
(3) In this definition we may take [I; ¢(A,.) [ < e instead of I; [ ¢(A,.) [ < e and
n

A,. finite in number,

n
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For, "in fact, let ~*E=:EEn, ~• eM and En be an element of.~neM.
n

In the same way as in 8, we can write
[~l••.•. ~n]Em .:EEmp, m<n.
p

n

[~ .... ~n]E . m-1
:E :EEmp+
:EE~.
p
q
Hence
But
Take. n

so large that

then
n

I<P(E)- m-1
::E <P(E) I = I::E <P(E~) I< e ,
q

This gives

¢(E) =::E <P(En) •
n

Therefore <P(E) is completely additive in M*.
Next we shall show that v~(E) < + co,
.
. Consider any decomposition ~eM*, ~E = En, then the number of
elements for which {3(En) > TJ is less than fl(E) • Hence there exists a
T/

decomposition for which the number of such elements is maximum. Let
~, ~E= '.EEn be such a decomposition and Ei, E2, •••• Em, be such
n

elements. Take p so large that

~

n>p
we put ~'En= :EEmq, We have

{l(En) < 71. Then for any ~' ::::> ~

Q

::E

~l<P(E~)l<(p-m+l)e.

n>m q
In ~'En, n < m there exists at most one element for which {3(Enq)
>71, so we have for n<m

~ I<P(Enq) I< </J(En) I +~{l(En) ,
T/

q

Hence

::E l<P(Enq) I<~(l(E)+(p-m.+l)e+ ::El¢(E~) I,
TJ

M

therefore v~(E) <

+ co.

n
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And from these it follows that for any e > 0 there corresponds to
each element E an 7J > 0 such that for any sequence of distinct elements {An} in E
implies
Consequently a /1-null set is a ¢-null set. Therefore there exists a ¢().)
such that
¢(E)

=(~) JE ¢0)/1*(dE)<l>

where ~ is the Borel family over IDl~0!J.
23. Consider a vector valued differential set function q(U) which
is completely additive in M. Let /().) be a complex valued point function defined in Q.
Put
F:(U)= f().)q( U), J.e U,
U e91~0 V.
We say: /().) is integrable with respect to q(U), if E(U) is integrable. For f().) to be integrable on u,<2> it is necessary and sufficient
that the following conditions shall be satisfied.
(1) There shall exist a decomposition~. ~U-:E Un such that

2Jn sup
lf().)l 2a(Un)< + oo ,<3>
).,E,,,,

n

(2) For any e>O, there shall exist a~. ~U=:E U,,,, such that
n

where Oscf(Un) denotes the oscillation of/().) on U,,..
Since

:E\
If().') l2 - If().") 12\a(U,,.)
).', ). e U,,.
n
< {:E 1/().')-f().") l2 a(U..}½ {(:En If().') l2 a(U,,,,))'
11

+ (~lf().")l
n

2

a(U,,,,))'},

we have from (1), (2),
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

S. Saks, TMorie de l'integrale, (1933), 255.
U is allowable to be V.
Cf. 229, footnote (2).
Cf. 229, footnote (2).
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(3) for any e>0, there shall exist a~. ~u-~ U,,. such that
n

S Osc lfl (U,,.)a(U,,.)<e.
2

n

Let f ()..) be integrable on V with respect to q( U). Since a( U) >
a*(U), it follows that f()..) is measurable.<1> And from (1), (3) lf()..)1 2
is integrable on V with respect to a.
If q( U) is completely additive in M* and

f

uj().) q(dU) exists, then

(M*)juf().)q(U) and (~)Juf{)..)q*(U) exist and are equal.

In We, the conditions that f().) shall be integrable on R1 with respect to q(U) are
(3) that there shall exist a ~. ~R1 = ~ U,,. such that

S sup If().) l2 a(U,,.) < + oo.
n ).•Un

(4) that the set of discontinuous points of /().), except possibly
on the discontinuous points of a( U), shall be a a-null set.

Part II.
Space of the Differential Set Functions.
§ 1. Space of Differential Set Functions which are

Completely Additive in M.

24. Let {1(E), ~(E) . . . . be differential set functions defined for
all sets irr ill1~0Q, illc~~Q, ..•. which are completely additive in M. Let
{1(E) be non negative. Consider the differential set function

I~(E)l 2
{1(E) ,

where we define that when {1(E) = 0, it takes the value O or
cording as ~(E) = 0 or =¾= 0.
For ~ :::, [~0~~] we define :
~E(~)= ~_lf(.11',,.ll:_'
n
{1(E,,.)

where E is a set in ill1~0Q, or
(1) T. Ogasawara, Joe. cit., 51.

Q.

~E-SE,,.'
n

+ oo ,

ac-
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~EA~) has the properties:
(1)
~/ :::> ~
implies ~E(~') > ~E(~)(l)
(2)
~':::>~, ~E=LJEn
implies ~EA~')=LJ~En (~').
Then (1) gives
sup ~E(~)= lim ~E(~),

:.J•M

:.l

which we denote by u(E). When it is finite, we write
u(E)=f l~(dE)l2 .
E {3(dE)

(2)

Then, in the same way as in 10, u(E) is completely additive in
M, and
(4)
u(E)= sup ~E(~*),
:.l*•M*

hence, if {3(E) and E(E) are completely additive in M*, so is u(E), and
if u(E) is, moreover, finite, then
(5)

u(E) = (M* )f I ~( d.E'li2__ .

JE

{3(dE)

25. Denote by ~({3) the aggregate of differential set functions
~(E) for which

f IE(dE) l2 exists. Let
JSJ {3(dE)

~(E) and r;(E)e~(f3). We define

the inner product as follows :
(~ r;)=f i_(dE)TJ(dE) .<2>
'

tJ

{3(dE)

Then Bif3) is a Hilbert space.(3) The proof presents little difficulty,
so wo pass on. F. Maeda has developed the theory of Bl/1) under the
less general assumption that the aggregate of decompositions M consists
of all decompositions of !J. But we shall now investigate the ~(/1)
under the general assumption on M.
From 24 (3) we have I ~(E) 12 < u(E) P(E) .
Let {An} be a sequence of elements in ill1[~0~~] !2, then, by the
aid of Holder's inequality, we have

(1) F. Maeda, this journal, 6 (1936), 23.
(2) F. Maeda, ibid, 26.
(3) F. Maeda, ibid. 19-46. Correction, F. Maeda, this volume, 107, footnote.
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From this follows: Let Ee~'1:>0Q. · Put ['1:>0'1:>~]E=~En, Then,
from (1), ~
E(En) is. absolutely convergent. Hence we may assume that
n
E(E) is defined for all sets in ~'1:>0 Q. And by 21, if [3(E) is completely
additive in M*, then E(E) is absolutely continuous with respect to [3(E),
hence it is completely additive in M*m and extended to the ordinary set
function.
26. Let E(E) e2 2([3) be completely additive in M* ; then we shall
show that E(E)e2i[3*) and

f

(1)

I

Jn

where [3* (E) =(M*)

J [3(dE).
E

fI

E(dE) 12
[3(dE)

E(dE) 12 <2>
n [3*(dE) '

<3>

From 25 (1) we have
(2)

I E(E) 12

< n*(E) [3*(E),

This gives
n*(Q)>f IE(dE)l 2
9 [3*(dE) '

but since [3*(E) < [3(E), so we have

f

J9

I

E(dE) 12 >
[3*(dE) =

f

I

J9

E(dE) 12
[3(dE)

_

n(Q) •

Since n(Q) > n*(Q), so we have (1). And E(E)e~(/3*). Here we remark
that
n*(E)=n(E).

(3)

Let E(E), 71(E)e22(f3) be completely additive in M*.
(4)

[

Jt1

E(dE);;[dE}
[3(dE)

=J
9

E(dE)ri[d.E)
[3*(dE)

This follows from the relation :

(1) It is also so when x(E) is completely additive in M*.
(2) This equation holds good for E.
(3) Cf. 8.

Then
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Since {3(E) > {3*(E), so we have 2i/3) :::i 'iM/3*):
We call ~(/3*) the regular part of ~(/3) and its orthogonal complement the singular part of ~(/3), which we denote by 2t({3). Then
\ve can write
~(/3) = ~(/3*) EB 53,fs)(/3) •

(6)

27. Let E(E)e~(/3). Denote by r;<r>(E); r;<s)(E) its components on
2 2({3*), 53,f•>(/3} and call them the regular and singular parts of E(E)
respectively. Put [3-;;{E') = {3* (EE') ; then f3i(E') e ~({J*). Now we have
( E(E'), (J;,{E')) = ( F;<r>(E'), (J;,{E')) + (r;<s)(E'), [3;,{E')) •

Since, by 26 (4), (6),
( E(r)(E'), [3-;;{E'))

=E(r)(E) ,

( r;<s)(E'), [3-;;{E')) = 0 ,

so we have
F;<r>(E)=

(1)

f E(dE){J*(dE)
JE
{3(dE)

•

If we put {3dE')={3(EE'), then (1) gives f3¥/(E')=f31{E'), hence we
have

Therefore if we put
then
(2)

µ<s)(E) = [3(E)-{3*(E),

F;(B)(E) = f F;(dE) µ<s)(dE) .

JE

f,(dE)

From (2) it follows that
(3)

[f-s>(E) =

f Iµ<s)(dE) 12

JE

•

f3(dE)

Next we define the differential set function E'i!(E) by
(4)

Eil(E)=~-:i~:~-{3(E,.E),

Then it belongs to ~(f3), and we ·have
(5)

:!l!J = ~E.,,,, Ee IDl'.!lo,fJ •

.
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· e(•)(E) = °"" E(En)_ d•>(E E)
~
~ {l(E.,,) ""
.,, •

(6)

Since lim E~(E)[ =]~(E), so lim e~>(E)[ = ]e<r>(E) and lim ei)(E)[ =]e•>(E).
~•M

~•M

il<M

Denote by I

11<•> the norm in 22W")).

Then since, by (3),

= II f/J/(E') 11<•>
lim ei)(E) = e<•>(E) in ¼W >).
II [fi(E') II

so e<•>(E)e532W•>), and

8

And we have

~•M

r

(7)

I

J.<1

e<•>(dE) 12
{l(dE)

=

J

I

.<1

e<•>(dE) 12 (1)
µ<•>(dE) •

Thus 53~.">(/l) C 532(/l<•)).
But any e(E)e¼((l<•>) is approximated by

"_i_(~,,J_ O(s>(E E)
~ /l(•l(E.,,) p

11,

'

and (l<•>(E.,,E) e~•'(fl), hence
~•l((l) =iM(l<•>) =SJR(/1"') •
And in like manner we have ¼(frl)=SJR(µ<r>).

Thus we have

and
¼(fl*)= SJR([l*) '

28. From 25 (1) we have
I (M*)

t

~<•>(dE) 12 < u*(E) { (M*) tr•'(dE)} ,

but since (M*) JE11<•>(dE)=O, so we have (M*) JEe<•)(dE)=O.
quently
(1)

Next we shall show that

J

<2)
(1) Similarly we have

E

(

JJJ

I

e<rl(dE) 12
{l*(dE)

-

~<•>(dE)iJif(dE)
{1(dE)

*
" (E).
I ~<•l(dEfr1i>1ilEj
JD
p<•>(dE)
•

Conse-
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E\~E) 12 by II Eil1:.
{3 E)

Since lim E;S;J(E)
'1:JeM

[=]HE), so we have
lim I E'!J Iii,= 11 Hk= u(E) •

'1:J•M

Now

I E'!Jllk =~I:~!:~ ]2 fi*(EnE)

= II E~)ll1:.
This gives
lim II~ 112* = f

'!J

'!J

JE

E

IEcr)(dE) 12
{i*(dE)

•

But, on the other hand,

u*(E)-11 E~)ll1:= { ll .;1!1,,,-II .;'!JJIM * ,
which is non negative, and less than IJ.;Jli,-ilE'!llli:, since IIElli:>li~'!lll1:.
Hence, passing to the limit, we have (2).
If we put
u<•>(E) = u(E) - u * (E) ,

then, from (2), we have
(3)

\ E(s)(dE) 12

[
JE

=u<s)(E) •

[i<•>(dE)

Let E(E), r;(E)e2ifi), and put ¢(E)=

t E(d:c~;~El.

then, from (2), (3) and 26 (5), we have
(M*) [ ¢(dE) =
JE

[ 1;<r>(dEf,) rJr'ldiff)
JE
(3 (dE)

¢(E)-(M*)J ¢(dE)=} E<•>(dE) ~<•>tdE)._
E

µ<•>(dE)

E

29. Lastly we shall show that for ~(E), r;(E)eB.J...m
(l)

M* [ IF;(dE) l2
(
) JO {3(dE)

(2)

(

= [ IE<r>(dE) l2

J!J

{3*(dE)

J E(dE) r;(dE) = [

M*
)

D

fi(dE)

],g

~<r)(dE) r;<r>[iIE)
fi*(dE)

It is sufficient to prove (1), as (2) follows from (1) by 26 (5). In
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fact, for any e>O there exists a ~*eM* such that for any~:::,~*'
~eM*, ~!J=:.EE.. we have·

.

This gives

e.a<~) <1t*(!J)+e.

(3)

But, on the other hand, for any e > 0 there exists a ~ti eM such that
u*(Q)-e<e'.t(~:>.

Since 1l____ is a continuous function of (x, y), so we can determine a
X

~.. eM*

.

such
that for anp ~~:::>~.., ~~eM*, ~..E~=:.EE~m, we have
.

(4)

< :E \e(E~m) \2

•

.,--- m {1(Enm)

.

If we put ~~*!J=:E~..E:.. then, from (4), for any~:::>~:. we
have

H*(!J)-2e<€_g{:I)),

(5)

From (3), (5) follows (1).
§ 2. Space of Differential Set Functions which are

Completely Additive in M*.

30. Let {1(E) be non negative and completely additive in M*.
From 25 any e(E) e 2-i{l) is completely additive i.n M* and extended to
the ordinary completely additive .set function e*(E), and
,

~

(1)

(2)

r

JD

r

JD

Ie(dE) \2
{1(dE)

=(M*) r Ie(dE) l

2

JD

{1(dE)

'

r

e(dE) rj[iIE) =. (M*)
e(dE) YJ(dE)
{1(dE) ' · · JD
{1(dE)

where r;(E) is· another differential set function belonging to 2z(f1). ·
It is sometimes convenient to make use of· this formula in the actual
calculation. For example, in• the differential set system of open intervals
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and points, we can confine ourselves to decompositions whose point
elements have no limiting point.
31. Let A be any set in the Borel family over IDt!)0.!J, and
{1*(A)< + oo. For any we take a sequence of elements {An} covering
A for which we havem
v;(A) <~ve<An)<v;(A)+e
n

u*(A) < ~u(An) < u*(A)+e
n

11*(A) <~{1(An) < /1*(A)+e.
n

Then, from 25 (1), we have
(1)

I

e (A) < u*(A) /1* (A) .
12

In the following we omit *, for simplicity. Then (1) is written
(1')

I E(A) 12

< u(A) {1(A) •

In the same way as in 26 we have
(2)

f

!J

I

E<dE> 12
{1(dE)

= <m r
J!J

where ~ denotes the Borel family over
Accordingly

I

E(dE> 12
{1(dE)

I

filc1)0.Q.

(3)

From (1')~ E(A) is absolutely continuous with respect to {1(A), hence
there exists a point function €{).) which is determined except on {1-null
sets, such that
(4)

~(A)=(~)

There exists a decomposition

1)

f

A ~(A) {1(dE) ,<3)

of

(6)
(1) Cf. 12.
(2) This follows from (2) and 26 (5).
(3) Cf. 22. S. Saks, loc. cit., 256.

.Q

into sets An of
.. ,I

~

on each of which
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where en> 0, small at pleasure.
Then, from (5), we have

J l~(dE)
12 =(~) J I~0) 1211(dE).
[3(dE)

(6)

!J

!J

Accordingly we have
(7)

f

!J

(~) f ~(l) ~I) [3(dE) ,

~(dE)~
{3(dE)

!J

where 7J(l) corresponds to 7J(E) as ~(l) to ~(E).
From (1), (4) any fl-null set is a x- and E-null set; hence we may
assume that ~ is the system of fl-measurable sets.
Since obviously

~

then for any set A in

we have

(8)

Similarly, if we put
<f>(E) =

J ~(dE)
7J(d!p_)
[3(dE)
'
E

then
¢(A)=(~)

L

~(A) 7)(:f) [3(dE) •

Next consider any completely additive set function ~'(A) in ~.
which is absolutely continuous with respect to {i(E).

Let (~)

f

SJ I e(A) 12

fl(dE) < + oo , then e(E) may be considered a differential set func-

tion which is completely additive in M*.
- --- hence e(E)dMfl)
J ---{3(dE)
'
.

Since

JK(d~_[
< <m
fl(dE) SJ

I ~'(dE) 12

SJ

Thus 22(fl) can be considered the space of ordinary set Junctions
studied by F. Maeda.<1> in this journal.
32. If we put for any Ac~
~A(E) = ~(AE) '
(1)

F. Maeda, this journal, 3 (1933) 1-42, 243-273; 5 (1936), 107-116; 6 (1936) 19,

~~~

.
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then

therefore we have
(1) If A=~ A.,, then

r JiA(dE)l:__=~r

J9
(2)

r

J!J

(J(dE)

..

EA(dE>~
{J(dE)

IEA..(dE)l 2

J!J

(i(dE)

f

JSJ

EAe(dE) YJ(dE)
(i(dE)

§3. Vector valued Differential Set Function and the Resolution
of the Identity.

33. Let q( U) be a vector valued differential set function which is
completely additive in M. Let E( U) be a differential set function which
is completely additive in M. Then the vector valued differential set
function
E(U)q(U)
a(U)

is integrable on SJ when, and only when, E(U) belongs to .8:i(a).m .8:i(n)
is isomorphic with the closed linear manifold im(q) under the correspondence :<2>
(1)

E(U)=

(f, q(U)),
f= f

(2)

JV

where feim(q).

E(dU)q(dU) •

a(dU)

From 27 we have
.8:i(n) =2la*) EB 22(aC•>) •

Put nA.(U)=n*(AU), where A is a-measurable and a*(A)< + oo. To
this there corresponds a vector in im(q) which we shall denote by q*(A).
Then we have, obviously,
(3)

( q*(A), q*(B))

= (nA( U), ali( U)) = a*(AB).

(1) For the proof see F. Maeda, loc. cit., 34.
(2) Cf. F. Maeda, loc. cit., 36.
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(4)

q*(A)[ = ]2Jq*(An),
n

when

A=2JAn,

Thus q*(U) is a vector valued differential set function which is
completely additive in M*. If Q( U) is completely additive in M*, we
have
q*(U)=q(U),
hence q*(A) is the extension of q(U), whose uniqueness has been already
proved in 16.
Let q<•>( U) be a vector corsesponding to a~>( U') ; then it is a vectorvalued differential set function which is completely additive in M and
orthogonal to {q*(U)}. We see, obviously, that ?JR(q*) corresponds to
22'.{3*) and ?JR(q<•>) to 2if3<•>). Since II q<•>( U) 112 = a<•>( U), so we have

(M*)

ju q(dU)=q*(U),

(M*)

Ju q<•>(dU) = O,

and

q(U)=q*(U)+q<•>(U).

34. Since, by 27,
l;(r)( U) = (l;( U'), ai,( U')) '

so we have
l;<r>(U)= (f, q*(U)),

t;<•>( U) = ( f, q<•>(U)) •

Let f<r>, f<•> be the components of
are expressed by various forms :
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

JV

J
v

fv
f
v

€<r>(dU)q(dU)
a(dU)

€<•>(dU) q(dU)

'

l:(dU)q*(dU)
a(dU)
'

JV

a(dU)

JV

l:( d U) q<•>( d U)
a(dU)

'

t;<•>(dU)q<•>(dU)

€(r)(dU)q"'.{~ZZ1
a(dU)

f on ?JR(q*), ?JR(q<•>), Then they

'

t;<r>(dU) q*(dU)
a*(dU)
'

JV

f
v

a(dU)

'

t;<•>(d U) q<•>(d U) •
a' 8 >(dU)
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These follow from the correspondence formula 33 (1).
35. We shall observe fill(q) when q(U) is completely additive in
M*. , Since E(U) becomes completely additive in M*, any E(U)e~n) is
written in the form :

(1)
Then the vector
(2)

f

which corresponds to €( U) is
f=(.R)

Jv E(l)q*(dU).

This follows from the formula 33 (1)~
Conversely, any f which is expressed by (2) belongs to fill(q) and
corresponds to €( U) in (1).
36. Next consider the resolution of the identity E( U). In virtue
of the theorem of 0. Teichmiiller<2> it follows that there exists an
orthogonal system {qa( U)} which is complete in ~. where qa( U) =
E(U)b,u bae~, ae2l,<3>
Let f be any vector in ~. and fa be its component on fill(qa), Then
fa is expressed by
(1)

fv E(dU)qa(dU)
n(dU)
'

and
(2)

Since for only finite or enumerable a (1) does not vanish, we have
(3)

f[ =] ::E f Ea(dU) qa(d U) .
a JV
O'a(dU)

If we put Eau,(U)=Ea(UU'), then from (1) (2) we have
(4)

E(U)=f[ = ]~ f Eau(dU')q~(dU') •
a JV
no,(dU)

First consider ~e case when E( U) is completely additive in M*.
Let ~ be the system of ·all sets which are n,.i-measurable for all
ae2l. Let Ae~; then we shall define E*(A) by
(1) R is the Borel family over !R!D 0 V~
(2) 0. Teichmtiller, Journal fur die reine u. angew. Math., 174 (1935), 78.
(3)' !l is an aggregate of indices.
·
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(5)

E*(A)f[-J:~:f ~aA(dU)qa(dU).
aJv
aa{dU)

By (4) we have E*(U)=E(U). Now we shall show that E*(A) is the
ordinary resolution of the identity.
(10)

(E*(A)f,

g) = (f, E*(A)g).

For put 7Ja(U)= (g, qa(U)); then by (1) we have
ga= f TJaCdU)qa(dU) ,
JV
aa(dU)
hence
(E*(A)f,

g) [-]~ f
11.

Jv

t;aA(dU)71aCdU) ,
aa(dU)

[- ]~ 1 l;a(dU)7JaA(dU),
a JV
aa{dU)
=
(20)

since by 32,

(f, E*(A)g),

E*(A)E*(A1 )=E*(AA1 ) .

For put 17a(U)=(E*(A)f, ga(U)); then from (3) we have
71a(U)= (E*(A)f, ga(U)),
=l;aA(U),
=~a(AU).

This gives 7/aA'( U) = t;a(AA' U) = ~aAA'( U) ; hence we have (2)
(30)
(40)

E*(A)=~E*(A,.),

when A=~A,.,

E(V)=l

(3°) (4°) follow obviously from the definition of E*(A) and 32.
Thus E*(A) is the resolution of the identity defined on the closed
family to which E( U) is extended. Consider any extension E( U) of
E(U), and let Ae~.
Put q(U)=E(U)f, f being fixed. Then E(A)f is an extension of
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q( U). Since we can easily see that A is a-measurable, E(A) f is uniquely
determined by 16. This holds good for any f in ©. Thus E(A) is
uniquely determined on sets of St
37. Next consider the general case when E(U) is completely
additive in M. Since

therefore we have

©=~(lfil(q;); EB)EB~(lfil(q~•)); EB)
a

a

(1)

•

©1 = ~(lfil(q;); EB) and ©2= ~(lfil(q~•)); EB). Then the resolua
a
tion of the identity E*(U) and E<•)(U) in ©1 and ©2 is defined by the
equation analogous to 36 (3). If for any fz in ©2 we define
Put

E*(U)fz=O,

and similarly for any f1 in ©1 E<• 1(UH1 =0, then
E(U)=E*(U)+E<•)(U),

where

(M*)) u E(dU)=E*( U) ,
As E*(U) is completely additive in M*, we can extend it.
(1)

~ (ID1(qa);
a

EB) means

ID'l(qa)j_ IDl(q(1) for a :!r-0, and denotes the least closed

linear manifold over ID'l(qa) for all a in ~-

